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"Pamper yourself with Thermo Repair"



Its rich, soft foam gently cleanses your hair. Its inebriating fragrance 
transforms shampooing into a moment of total well-being.
Suitable for damaged hair or as a post-care shampoo for THERMO 
REPAIR TOP UP – THERMO REPAIR EQUALIZER – THERMO REPAIR PERFECT 
ENDS or for JEAN PAUL MYNÈ STRAIGHTENING treatments in the case of 
highly damaged hair.

Amazing restructuring effect, surprising softness and a dazzling shine. 
Take some time and give MAGNIFICENT MASK a few minutes to provide 
your hair with unique vitality.
Your hair will look fabulous ad you will never want to be without the 
secrets of this product, again.

Light, ethereal and impalpable. SUBLIME LEAVE MIST IN gives your hair a 
breath of vitality: no need to rinse it out, it refreshes, moisturizes and 
nourishes thin damaged hair, without weighing it down. 
Use after Rich Shampoo on damp hair, when you are in a hurry or as 
often as you like to give your hair a beautiful, no-rinse gloss. Also 
suggested as an indispensable ally in the salon for quick styling. It 
guarantees to restore amino acids and nutrients to most damaged hair.

  ...... Pamper yourself with  
Thermo Repair at home

Pamper yourself with �ermo Repair at home. A special 
cuddle to experience and regenerate the well-being of your 
hair and mind with every application.

Recommended for damaged, over-processed hair subject to 
frequent heat and chemical stress. Experience the thrill of 
restoring absolute beauty to your hair.

Rich Shampoo 

Sublime Mist Leave in

Magnificent Mask
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Thermo Repair. Love at first sight!
In the blink of an eye...

…hair will be:

Love yourself...
VITAL   •   GORGEOUS   •   STRONG   •   REJUVENATED  •   RESTORED   •   HEAVENLY

Benefits  for the customer

THERMO REPAIR line contains natural surfactants, low environmental impact 
preservatives, almond oil, CERAMIDE III and NATURAL EXTRACTS DERIVED FROM 
“MEADOW FOAM".  All these ingredients make these products unique and inimitable.

Love in substance

Ceramide III restores health to damaged hair and protects it against harsh 
chemicals, heat stress and atmospheric agents. These are molecules which have a 
high melting point and are soluble at high temperatures. Ceramides must be 
completely dissolved because tend to recrystallize during cooling.

Ceramide 3

An odorless bright yellow, exceptionally rich oil (about 96% fatty acids) is extracted 
from Limnanthes Alba seeds. Limnanthes Alba oil also contains a significant amount 
of natural antioxidants.

“Meadow foam”

...... High potential in your salon ...... ...... Pamper yourself at the hair salon ......

ATMOSPHERIC STRESS

THERMAL SHOCK

LOW THICKNESS

PHYSIOLOGICAL FRAGILITY

THIN
CHEMIC AL STRESS

Depleted
99%

Need hair 
reconstruction

70%
Need to trim

split-ends

of womenof women
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...... High potential in your salon ...... ...... with Thermo Repair ............ Pamper yourself at the hair salon ......

FULL BODY AND THICKNESS
Top Up Your Volume

STRENGTH AND STAMINA 
Top Up Your Force

SHINE
Top Up Your Post Color

SHOCK ACTION
Top Up Extreme

“Botox sensation”
 Services

 TOP UP4
 make the customer’s 
wishes come true.



...... with Thermo Repair ......

SHINE

Treats split ends

Thermo Repair Perfect Ends

Rich Shampoo
Sublime Mist Leave in

Magni�cent Mask

Thermo Repair at home 

Revolutionary treatment that guarantees a 
signi�cant reduction in the risk of breakage, creating 
a stronger base for the application of extensions.

Enhances hair gloss by supplementing its structure with 
nutrients needed to restore health, beauty and uniformity to 
hair after extension application.
Also recommended for maintaining extensions; lasts 1 to 2 
months.

Thermo Repair Equal i zer



"Pamper yourself with Thermo Repair"

DIMA COSMETICS srl - Via Annibali, 31L - 62100 Macerata - Italy - T. +39 0733 280228
www.jeanpaulmyne.com - info@jeanpaulmyne.com

Jean Paul Mynè does not test products on animals.


